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W E D N E S D A Y  T A L K  A B S T R A C T S

[Wed AM 1.3 LB] Rock and Roll Ain’t Noise Pollution: the subjectivity of pitch salience in 
hard rock timbres
Nat Condit-Schultz (1)*
(1) Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA 
* = natsguitar@gmail.com

For decades, fans of “hard rock” genres have suffered the protestation that their music is nothing but loud “noise.” Though 
this clichéd gripe certainly has a hyperbolic flare, those who voice it may in fact be expressing an honest description of 
their experience when hearing hard rock. Hard rock styles of music (especially Metal genres) make use of intense distorted 
guitar timbres, as well as shouted or screamed vocals. Though pitch salience is often regarded as an innate psychoacoustic 
phenomenon, it is well known that learning plays a role in the perception of pitch. McLachlan, Marco, and Wilson (2013) 
found that the accurate perception of pitch for inharmonic percussion instruments (gamelan) was dependent on experience 
with these instruments. We hypothesize that listeners with little experience listening to distorted guitars and screamed vocals 
actually have difficulty identifying pitch in these timbres, contributing to their perception of heavy music as “noise.” This paper 
reports the result of an experimental study intended to compare the abilities of listeners-both metal fans and metal non-fans to 
identify pitch structures in heavy metal guitar and vocal timbres. 
 A set of melodic stimuli were recorded via direct injection from an electric guitar, with both legato and “palm-muted” 
(a common guitar technique in metal) versions. These clean recordings were then outputted to guitar amps with varying 
degrees of distortion: producing identical performances with dramatically different timbres. The primary experiment follows 
the model of McLachlan et al., asking participants to fine tune the pitch of synthetic tones to match a single repeated guitar 
pitch. We hypothesize that as the amount of distortion on the guitar signal increases, metal non-fans will become less accurate 
in their pitch judgments. A second experiment will ask participants to identify pitches in short excerpts of vocals from 
commercially recorded metal. Data collection is in progress.
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It has traditionally been difficult to identify the perceptual correlates of musical timbre, which seem to vary according to 
the experimental context. We have performed an experiment using the recently proposed “auditory bubbles” technique to 
localize in time and frequency such perceptual correlates of timbre in the context of an instrument identification-in-noise 
task.  Bubble noise is designed to provide random combinations of time-frequency “glimpses” of a note of interest through a 
loud noise field. By testing mixtures of many different noise instances with each note, we were able to estimate the importance 
of each time-frequency point to correct identification.  We previously used this technique to show that for several percussion 
instruments, the important spectro-temporal regions surround a single formant and its onset.  The current study investigated 
the pitch-dependence of this result for wind instrument identification.  It used pitches C4 and E4 played on four instruments: 
clarinet, French horn, oboe, and trumpet.  Listeners were presented with one of these notes mixed with bubble noise and asked 
to select the instrument they heard.  Preliminary results suggest that audibility of certain compact regions is correlated with 
correct identification of the instruments in the mixtures, and for some instruments these regions follow certain harmonics 
of C4 and E4 while for others they remain fixed across pitch.  Specifically, for clarinet, oboe, and French horn, these regions 
follow the harmonics, the former having much louder odd harmonics than even because of its cylindrical bore, and the latter 
two having a weak fundamental.  The regions for the trumpet samples, on the other hand, remained fixed across the two 
pitches at the peak of the main formant.


